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I.

INTRODUCTION
Petitioner Oracle Corporation (“Oracle” or “Petitioner”) respectfully

requests inter partes review for claims 1, 2, 25, 28, 32, and 50-57 of U.S. Patent
No. 6,924,481 (the “’481 patent,” attached as Ex. 1001) in accordance with 35
U.S.C. §§ 311–319 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.100 et seq.
The ‘481 patent is generally directed to methods and systems for enabling
pervasive computing devices (e.g., the Palm Pilot PDA or the Compaq iPAQ
Home Internet Appliance IA-1(Ex. 1001 at 1:23-25, 2:24-25)) to access and
manipulate data, such as, for example, an internet web page or a document stored
on a file server. (See id. at 3:28-33). More particularly, the ‘481 patent is directed
to methods and systems wherein a series of proxy servers are used to (1) obtain
data that was requested by a pervasive device, and (2) return the requested data to
the pervasive device along with information regarding one or more data
manipulation operations (e.g., printing and faxing) determined to be available for
the obtained data. (See, e.g., id. at 3:28-3, claim 1).
As demonstrated by various references which were not before the Examiner,
this technique was developed and published years prior to the earliest effective
filing date of the ‘481 patent. For instance, by 1997 proxy servers were being used
to transform web page content for optimized display on web browsers. (Ex. 1007
at ¶ 21). Moreover, by the mid-1990s, context-aware or location based computing
1

had rapidly spread across the academic community, leading to the development of
the “ParcTab” mobile computer. (Id. at ¶¶ 22-24). ParcTab allowed users to
wirelessly share a document with other nearby devices or manipulate a document –
by faxing or printing it – to a nearby printer or fax machine. (Id.)
The natural progression of this research led to the development of various
proxy based systems in which data requested by a pervasive device was not only
manipulated for optimal display on the requesting device, but also linked to
services that could print or fax the requested data. For instance, U.S. Patent No.
6,670,968 to Schilit et al. (“Schilit,” Ex. 1003) discloses a server which, in
response to a data access request received from a mobile device, obtains the
requested web documents, parses the content into selectable hyperlinks, and
determines “situation, or context-appropriate services, such as printing or faxing,”
which may be carried out on the obtained data. (Ex. 1003 at 5:34-51; Ex. 1007 at
¶¶ 38, 39).
Schilit and similar references were not before the Examiner during
prosecution of the ‘481 patent. These references anticipate or render obvious the
challenged claims of the ‘481 patent, as shown in the following discussion.
II.

MANDATORY NOTICES
Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(a)(1), Oracle provides the following mandatory

disclosures.
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A.

Real Party-In-Interest

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(1), Petitioner certifies that Oracle is the real
party-in-interest.
B.

Related Maters

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(2), Petitioner states that the ‘481 Patent is
asserted in co-pending litigation captioned Clouding IP, LLC v. Oracle Corp.,
D.Del., Case No. 1:12-cv-00642. This litigation remains pending. The patents-insuit are U.S. Patents 6,631,449; 6,918,014; 7,596,784; 7,065,637; 6,738,799;
5,944,839; 5,825,891; 5,678,042; 5,495,607; 7,254,621; 6,925,481. This IPR
petition is directed to U.S. Patent 6,925,481; however, petitions corresponding to
the remaining patents will be filed in the forthcoming weeks.
C.

Lead And Back-Up Counsel

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(3), Petitioner provides the following
designation of counsel: Lead counsel is Greg Gardella (Reg. No. 46,045) and
back-up counsel is Scott A. McKeown (Reg. No. 42,866).
D.

Service Information

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(4), papers concerning this matter should be
served on the following.
Address:

Email:

Greg Gardella or Scott McKeown
Oblon Spivak
1940 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
cpdocketgardella@oblon.com and
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cpdocketmckeown@oblon.com
Telephone: (703) 413-3000
Fax:
(703) 413-2220
III.

PAYMENT OF FEES
The undersigned authorizes the Office to charge $27,200 to Deposit Account

No. 15-0030 as the fee required by 37 C.F.R. § 42.15(a) for this Petition for inter
partes review. The undersigned further authorizes payment for any additional fees
that might be due in connection with this Petition to be charged to the above
referenced Deposit Account.
IV.

REQUIREMENTS FOR INTER PARTES REVIEW
As set forth below and pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.104, each requirement for

inter partes review of the ‘481 patent is satisfied.
A.

Grounds For Standing

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(a), Petitioner hereby certifies that the ‘481
patent is available for inter partes review and that the Petitioner is not barred or
estopped from requesting inter partes review challenging the claims of the ‘481
patent on the grounds identified herein. This is because the ‘481 patent has not
been subject to a previous estoppel based proceeding of the AIA, and, the
complaint served on Oracle referenced above in Section II(B) was served within
the last 12 months.
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B.

Identification of Challenge

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 42.104(b) and (b)(1), Petitioner requests inter
partes review of claims 1, 2, 25, 28, 32, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent, and that the
Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”) invalidate the same.
1.

The Specific Art and Statutory Ground(s) on Which the
Challenge is Based

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.204(b)(2), inter partes review of the ‘481 patent
is requested in view of the following references, each of which is prior art to the
‘481 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a), (b), and/or (e):
(1)

U.S. Patent No. 6,670,968 to Schilit et al. (“Schilit,” Ex. 1003), issued

December 30, 2003 from an application filed July 10, 2000. Schilit is prior art to
the ‘481 patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § 102(e).
(2)

U.S. Patent No. 7,269,664 to Hutsch et al. (“Hutsch,” Ex. 1004),

issued September 11, 2007 from an application filed January 12, 2001. Hutsch is
prior art to the ‘481 patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § 102(e).
(3)

The Satchel System Architecture: Mobile Access to Documents and

Services by Flynn, M., et al. (“Flynn,” Ex. 1005) published December 2000 in
Mobile Networks and Applications, Vol. 5, Issue 4, pgs. 243-258. Flynn is prior
art to the ‘481 patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § 102(a).
(4)

Intermediaries: New Places For Producing And Manipulating Web

Content by Barrett, R., et al. (“Barrett,” Ex. 1006) published April 1998 in
5

Computer Networks and ISDN Systems, volume 30, pgs. 509-518. Barrett is prior
art to the ‘481 patent under at least 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).
Schilit (Ex. 1003) anticipates claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 of the ‘481
patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). Claim 32 is rendered obvious by Schilit in view
of Hutsch (Ex. 1004) under 35 U.S.C. § 103.
Flynn (Ex. 1005) taken in view of Schilit renders obvious claims 1, 2, 25,
28, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 103. Claim 32 is rendered
obvious by Flynn in view of Schilit and further in view of Hutsch under 35 U.S.C.
§ 103.
Barrett (Ex. 1006) taken in view of Schilit renders obvious claims 1, 2, 25,
28, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 103.
2.

How the Construed Claims Are Unpatentable Under the
Statutory Grounds Identified in 37 C.F.R. § 42.204(B)(2)
and Supporting Evidence Relied upon to Support the
Challenge

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.204(b)(4), an explanation of how claims 1, 2, 25,
28, 32, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent are unpatentable under the statutory grounds
identified above, including the identification of where each element of the claim is
found in the prior art, is provided in Section VII, below, in the form of claims
charts. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.204(b)(5), the exhibit numbers of the supporting
evidence relied upon to support the challenges and the relevance of the evidence to
the challenges raised, including identifying specific portions of the evidence that
6

support the challenges, are provided in Section VII, below, in the form of claim
charts.
V.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A. Declaration Evidence
This Petition is supported by the declaration of Professor Benjamin B.

Bederson from the University of Maryland. (Ex. 1007). Prof. Bederson offers his
opinion with respect to the content and state of the prior art.
Prof. Bederson is a Professor in the Computer Science Department and the
Institute of Advanced Computer Studies at the University of Maryland. Prof.
Bederson is also Co-Founder and Chief Scientist for Zumobi, Inc., a venture
capital funded startup created to commercialize mobile media for cell phones, and
the Co-Founder and Technical Director for the International Children’s Digital
Library Foundation, which provides free online children’s books to its members.
(Ex. 1007 at ¶ 1). Prof. Bederson is the author or co-author of 10 book chapters
and over 100 technical articles directed to web browsing, mobile computing, user
interfaces, user experience, and the software and technology underlying these
systems. (Id. at ¶ 9). Prof. Bederson is also a co-inventor on 7 U.S. patents
generally directed to user interfaces/experience. (Id. at ¶ 5). In 2011, Prof.
Bederson was recognized as an Association of Computing Machinery (“ACM”)
distinguished scientist and elected to the Computer-Human Interaction (“CHI”)
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Academy for his substantial contributions made in the field of CHI. (Id. at ¶ 7).
Prof. Bederson is also one of the principal inventors of the PadPrints’ proxy-based
web browser that offered a graphical web history to users by visually showing
what web pages a user had visited. (Id. at ¶ 19).
B. The State of the Art
Proxies work by intercepting all web traffic coming from and going to a web
browser and, once intercepted, the proxy can manipulate the requested web page in
any number of different ways. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 19). By 1997, proxy servers were
being used to modify web content based on the location of the client computer and
to automatically re-author a web page designed for a desktop computer to
appropriately display on a mobile web browser. (Id. at ¶ 21). By 1998, web
proxies were enhanced to automatically manipulate requested content by “adding
annotations, highlighting links, adding toolbars, translating document format (e.g.,
from Rich Text Format to HTML), changing form information, and adding scripts”
all before returning the content to the requesting device. (Id. at ¶ 42).
Ubiquitous computing was developing in parallel with the aforementioned
proxies. Ubiquitous computing was based on broadly available mobile computing
devices. (Id. at ¶ 22). These devices, known as “Tabs” or “Pads,” continually
tracked their location and, based on the device’s sensed location, offered various
services to the user, such as document sharing, printing, or faxing. (Id. at ¶¶ 228

25). The ubiquitous computing field quickly evolved into calling its work “context
aware computing” upon the realization that location awareness, and the ability of a
mobile device to interact with nearby printers, displays, facsimiles, etc. was at the
core of the technology. (Id. at ¶ 28).
With this deep research focus in mobile web browsing and contextual
computing, the natural and obvious technological progression was to put all of
these features together to offer mobile, web-based contextualized document
services. (Id. at ¶¶ 30, 31). In this manner, rather than simply returning a
requested web page that has been optimized for display on a requesting device, the
returned data could also be contextualized, such that nearby services (e.g., printing
and faxing) could be executed. (Id.). For instance, U.S. Patent No. 6,670,968 to
Schilit et al. (“Schilit,” Ex. 1003) discloses a server which, in response to a data
access request received from a mobile device, obtains the requested web
documents, parses the content into selectable hyperlinks, and determines
“situation, or context-appropriate services, such as printing or faxing,” which may
be carried out on the obtained data. (Ex. 1003 at 5:34-51; Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 38, 39).
C. The ‘349 Patent Application
Application No. 09/848,349 (“the ‘349 application”)) was filed May 3, 2001
and does not claim priority to a prior application. The ‘349 application discussed
methods and systems for enabling pervasive computing devices to access and
9

manipulate data, such as, for example, content stored on a web server, or a
document stored on a file server. (See, e.g., Ex. 1001 at 3:28-33). First, the
pervasive device submits a request for information (e.g., through a web browser),
which is received by a protocol proxy. (See id. at 6:33-41, 10:17-22). Second, the
protocol proxy forwards the data request from the pervasive device to the
appropriate information source, such as a web server. (See id. at 5:42-56; 10:2934). Third, after receiving the requested data from the appropriate information
source, the protocol proxy, by querying a data manipulation server (“DMS”),
determines what services are available to manipulate the retrieved content. (See id.
at 10:35-53). The DMS maintains a repository of available services for different
types of data (See id. at 7:49-54) and forwards content to be manipulated to the
appropriate output agent. (See id. at 7:13-16). Services may include, for example,
printing, faxing, or e-mailing the retrieved content. (See id. at 3:33-37). Fourth,
the protocol proxy forwards the retrieved content, along with a list of available
services, to the requesting device. (See id. at 15:52-54, Fig. 1, message flow 7).
Preferably, the list of available services will comprise a set of links, which
correspond to each available service. (See id. at 12:3-14). The list of available
services may be limited to those services available at the device’s location. (See
id. at 11:28-31). Lastly, assuming the user of the pervasive device invokes an
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availablle service request,
r
thee request iss received by the DM
MS and, theereafter,
executed. (See, e.g., id.16:3
32-34, Fig. 4).
D. Prosecution History of the
t ‘481 Paatent
The
T ‘349 ap
pplication received
r
a first actionn Notice of Allowancce, which
include the follow
wing statem
ment of reassons for al lowance:

02 at Noveember 24, 2004
2
Noticce of Allow
wance). Thhe ‘349 appplication
(Ex. 100
issued as
a U.S. Pattent No. 6,9
925,481, th
he subject of the instaant petitionn.
Thus,
T
the prrosecution history indicates thaat the ‘481 patent wass allowed
becausee the Exam
miner believ
ved that thee prior art failed to teeach a dataa access
techniqu
ue wherein
n (1) a dataa access req
quest is recceived from
m a pervassive devicee; (2)
the perv
vasive deviice in turn receives th
he requesteed data; annd (3) the ppervasive
device also
a receiv
ves informaation regarding one oor more datta manipullation
operatio
ons determ
mined to be available for
f the obttained dataa.
VI.

BROADES
B
ST REASO
ONABLE CONSTR
RUCTION
N
Because
B
thee standardss of claim interpretati
i
ion used byy the federral courts aare

differen
nt from the standards used by th
he Patent O
Office in cllaim examiination
proceed
dings (inclu
uding this inter
i
partees review), any claim
m interpretaations usedd or
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applied in these proceedings are neither binding upon Petitioner in patent
infringement litigation or on any other litigants, nor do such claim interpretations
correspond to the construction of claims under the legal standards used by the
courts. Accordingly, any interpretation of claims presented either implicitly or
explicitly herein should not be viewed as constituting, in whole or in part,
Petitioner’s own interpretation and/or construction of such claims for the purposes
of litigation. Instead, any constructions in this proceeding should be viewed only
under the “broadest reasonable construction” standard required here.
All claimed terms not specifically addressed in this section have been
accorded their broadest reasonable interpretation in light of the patent specification
including their plain and ordinary meaning. Any claim term which uses the phrase
“means for” is presumed for purposes of this petition to invoke 35 U.S.C. § 112 ¶
6. (See, e.g., M.P.E.P. § 2181, Eighth Ed., Rev. Nine, August 2012).
A.

Location

Challenged claims 1, 50, 52, 54, and 56 require a “location of each available
data manipulation operation” to be returned to the requesting pervasive device
along with the determined data manipulation operations. The ‘481 patent in one
embodiment uses term “location” to refer to the physical location of a pervasive
device relative to the physical location of available data manipulations. (See Ex.
1001 at 11:28-57). However, the term “location,” given its broadest reasonable
12

interpretation in this proceeding, broadly corresponds to a URL or other similar
reference specifying the location on a computer network of an available data
manipulation. (See id. at 5:52-53, 9:10-14; Ex. 1007 at ¶ 15).
B.

Means For Receiving

Claim 50 uses the term “means for receiving a data access request from a
pervasive device.” Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of this limitation,
the structure most closely corresponding to this means-plus-function element is a
protocol proxy, which “provides a bridge between the client … and the information
that it seeks to access and manipulate. A protocol proxy is responsible for
accessing information on behalf of the client…” (Ex. 1001 at 5:43-47; see also
Ex. 1007 at ¶46).
C.

Means For Obtaining

Claim 50 uses the term “means for obtaining the requested data.” The
specification does not clearly disclose structure for performing the function
“obtaining the requested data.” Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of
this limitation, however, the structure most closely corresponding to this meansplus-function element is either the protocol proxy which, “forwards the [data]
request to the appropriate information source” (see Ex. 1001 at 10:29-33), or the
file access proxy, which is used to “access data from a local repository, within
remote data stores…” (Id. at 6:53-60; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 49).
13

D.

Means For Determining

Claim 50 uses the term “means for determining what data manipulation
operations are available for the obtained data, as well as a location of each
available data manipulation operations.” The specification does not clearly
disclose structure for performing the function “determining what data manipulation
operations are available for the obtained data, as well as a location of each
available data manipulation operations.” Under the broadest reasonable
interpretation of this limitation, however, the structure most closely corresponding
to this means-plus-function element is either the protocol proxy or the data
manipulation server (“DMS”). (Compare Ex. 1001 at 10:38-53 (stating that “[t]he
protocol proxy then determines, in Block 340, which services are available to the
WID for manipulating the returned content. … In a preferred embodiment, the
protocol proxy issues a query to the DMS for a list of available services. … In an
alternative embodiment, the protocol proxy may be statically pre-configured with a
list of available services…”) with id. at 10:54-58 (stating that the DMS
“determines which services are available for the data being returned to the WID”
after being queried by the protocol proxy)). (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 52).
E.

Means For Returning

Claim 50 uses the term “means for returning the determined data
manipulation operations and locations to the pervasive device, in addition to the
14

obtained data.” Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of this limitation, the
structure most closely corresponding to this means-plus-function element is the
protocol proxy, which transmits “the content, along with the annotated list of
available services,” to the pervasive device. (Ex. 1001 at 15:52-55, Fig. 1,
message flow 7; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 60).
F.

Means For Requesting

Claim 51 uses the term “means for requesting operation of a selection of the
determined data manipulation operations.” Under the broadest reasonable
interpretation of this limitation, the structure most closely corresponding to this
means-plus function element is a user interface to execute a desired manipulation
operation. (See Ex. 1001 at 18:8-15, Fig. 6A, elements 601-604; see also Ex. 1007
at ¶ 63).
G.

Means For Performing

Claim 51 uses the term “means for performing the requested operation,
wherein the means for performing is executed by another device on behalf of the
pervasive device.” Claim 53 uses the term “means for performing is executed by
another device on behalf of the pervasive device.” The specification does not
clearly disclose structure for performing the function “performing the requested
operation, wherein the means for performing is executed by another device on
behalf of the pervasive device.” Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of
15

this limitation, however, the structure most closely corresponding to this meansplus-function element is either the data output agents 170 or the DMS. (Compare
Ex. 1001 at 9:44-46 (“[t]he DMS passes data to selected ones of these [data output]
agents to perform the manipulation services which are managed by the DMS) with
id. at 7:13-16 (stating that “[i]n its roll of providing data manipulation services,
those services may be provided by the DMS either directly, or indirectly by
invoking one or more data output agents 170…”)). (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 65).
VII. REPRESENTATIVE PROPOSED REJECTIONS SHOWING THAT
PETITIONER HAS A REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD OF
PREVAILING
The references addressed below each provide the teaching believed by the
Examiner to be missing from the prior art and variously anticipate or render
obvious the claimed subject matter. It should be understood that rejections may be
premised on alternative combinations of these same references.
A.

Claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 Are Anticipated by Schilit
under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e)

U.S. Patent No. 6,670,968 to Schilit et al. (“Schilit,” Ex. 1003) was not
considered during the original prosecution of the ‘481 patent, nor is it cumulative
of any prior art considered by the Examiner. Schilit was filed July 10, 2000 and
issued December 30, 2003. The effective filing date of the ‘481 patent is May 3,
2001. Therefore, Schilit is available as prior art against all claims of the ‘481
patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). The following claim chart demonstrates, on a
16

limitation-by-limitation basis, how claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent
are anticipated by Schilit under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 75).
US 6,925,481 Claim
Language
1. A method of
enabling data access and
manipulation from a
pervasive device,
comprising steps of:

Correspondence to Schilit
Schilit discloses a system and method for enabling data
access and manipulation from a pervasive device by
providing a Web browser that requests, accesses, and displays
Web page content, along with selectable hyper-links from the
requested Web page:
A Web browser provides the ability to separate
content and hyper-links from a Web page and
provides a list of the links for viewing on a
mobile device display screen enabling more
effective Web page navigating using the limited
mobile device display. … Further, once a link is
selected using the mobile device, a services portal
link is provided to the mobile device display to
provide selection of services to be performed on
the selected link, such as faxing or printing. (Ex.
1003 at Abstract).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 37).

receiving a data access
Schilit discloses a Web Browser, called “m-link,” which
request from a pervasive accesses a server to retrieve a document as identified by a
device;
user-selected URL.
The present invention provides a Web Browser,
referred to herein as “m-link”, which converts
HTML documents for displaying on a mobile
display. The m-link program accesses a server to
retrieve a document as identified by a userselected URL. (Ex. 1003 at 5:30-34).
As shown in Fig. 7, reproduced below, the m-link browser
receives a data access request from a pervasive device (shown
as element 11). (Id. at Fig. 7).
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(Seee also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 337).
obtaining the requessted
data;

Thee m-link brrowser of S
Schilit acceesses a webb server 122
(sho
own in Fig
g. 7, above)) to obtain the docum
ment requesst by
the user of thee pervasivee device.
M-link browser
b
100 accesses a server 122 to retrievve
a docum
ment as iddentified bby the usser selecteed
URL. Th
he URL is used to iddentify a doocument oon
another server, suuch as servver 14. (E
Ex. 1003 aat
11:1-4).
Req
quested data is obbtained an
and returnned to thhe
perv
vasive deevice in aan un-com
mpressed format bby
seleecting the disclosed
d
rreading linkk.
The reaading link allows thhe user too view thhe
content of the linkk line by liine in a linnear fashioon
using thee PCS phoone displayy. (Id. at 8::65-67).
(Seee also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 337).

determinin
ng what daata
manipulattion operattions
are availab
ble for the
obtained data,
d
as weell as
a location of each
available data
d
manipulattion operattion;

Thee m-link brrowser alsoo determines and creaates a list oof
“situation, or context-apppropriate sservices, suuch as prinnting or
faxiing,” for th
he requesteed data. (E
Ex. 1003 att 5:45-51). The
con
ntext-appro
opriate servvices may iinclude reaading, emaailing,
send
ding, and discussing.
d
. (See id. aat 8:62-65)). A databbase of
poteentially available serv
rvices is stoored on thee host com
mputer
prov
viding m-llink.
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and

A database of services will provide on a host
computer providing m-link in accordance with the
present invention. The database will be
configured to include standard services, such as
printing of faxing shown in FIG 6B. The database
is made dynamic by including specialized
services for individual links based on the link
owner or link type. (Id. at 9:66 - 10:4).
The database is accessed by the m-link browser in
determining available service operations.
With m-link providing dynamic services, a
service portal database 19 is provided which is
accessible by the m-link browser software 10.
When a link is selected by a user 11, services
designated for the link are accessed from the
service portal database 19 and provided with the
link to the user’s mobile device 11. For user
dependent services, m-link can be configured to
include software to determine user preferences
based on user selections and update the database
19 accordingly. (Id. at 11:38-45).
The situation, or context-appropriate services of Schilit
correspond to the data manipulation operations of the ‘481
patent which “may include viewing, faxing, printing, and
projecting the data …” (Ex. 1001 at 3:33-36).
Schilit’s list of situation, or context-appropriate services
accessed by the m-link browser (and as shown in Fig. 6C,
reproduced below) comprises a listing of links. (See Ex. 1003
at 8:62-9:5). Each link comprises a URL for the available
service.
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The dataabase will bbe configuured to incllude standaard
services,, such as p rinting or ffaxing shoown in Fig.. 6B.
The dataabase is maade dynam
mic by incluuding specialized
services for individdual links bbased on thhe link ow
wner or
link typee. The inddividual linnks in the ddatabase caan be
identifieed by the U
URL code oof the link selected byy the
user. (Seee id. at 100:1-6).
Thu
us, the serv
vice links pprovide thee pervasivee device wiith
info
ormation reegarding thhe networkk locations of the
deteermined daata manipuulation opeerations. (E
Ex. 1007 at ¶ 39).
Serv
vice invocation addreesses (or U
URLs) are ddescribed iin the
‘481 specificaation as ideentifying thhe networkk location oof
available serv
vices to thee pervasivee device. (S
(See Ex. 10001 at
8:57-62; 16:1
1-5).
A “serviice invocattion addresss” is speciified for eaach
service … and indiicates an aaddress at w
which the sservice
may be invoked.
i
IIn preferredd embodim
ments, thesse
addressees are provvided as Unniform Ressource Loccators
(“URLs””). (Id. at 8:57-62).
As noted
n
abov
ve, Schilit teaches thee same.
Moreover, thee ‘481 pateent specificcally definees the term
m
“loccation” as correspond
c
ding to thee physical llocation off
available serv
vices relativve to the phhysical loccation of thhe
perv
vasive dev
vice. (See E
Ex. 1001 aat 11:28-655).
When in
nformation about the location of the WID is used
as a factor in deterrmining available servvices, this
location informatioon may alsso be obtainned in variious
ways and
d once obttained, mayy be used iin various w
ways.
The locaation inform
mation maay, for exam
mple, be
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determined by querying a global positioning system
(“GPS”) function on the client. Or, the location
information might be obtained by querying a Location
Registry … [which maintains] a list of access points
which are near the mobile device at a point in time. (Id.
at 11:28-44).
In this same manner, the list of situation, or contextappropriate services accessed by the m-link browser may be
made dependent on the current physical location of the user
relative to the physical location of available services.
The services portal provided for the link can
further be made dependent on the location of the
user at the time the link is accessed. A location
aware service can, for example, direct the printing
service to a close by print shop if the mobile
device has the capability of identifying the users
location. The mobile device could further give the
user a choice of several nearby print shops, either
in a separate print category, or simply in a list of
available printing options along with other listed
services. (Ex. 1003 at 10:52-62).
Thus, Schilit provides teachings directed to either
interpretation of the term “location” (i.e., URL reference or
physical location). (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 38).
returning the
determining data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

After the disclosed system receives a data access request, the
requested data is obtained, hyper-linked, and returned to the
requesting device.
The m-link program accesses a server to retrieve
a document as identified by a user-selected URL.
The document received from the server is then
parsed and hyper-links provided in the document
are separated from the content. The hyper-links
are processed, re-organized, and provided for
display on the mobile device. (Ex. 1003 at 5:3237).
Not only are the hyper-links, which are representative
of the obtained data, returned to the pervasive device,
21

but the entirety of the obtained data is returned to the
pervasive device by selecting the reading link.
The reading link allows the user to view the
content of the link line by line in a linear fashion
using the PCS phone display. (Id. at 8:65-67).
Once a displayed hyper-link is selected, the list of situation,
or context-appropriate services is determined and returned to
the requesting device.
Once the links are displayed, the mobile-device
keypad can then be used to navigate to and select
one of the displayed links. A list of situation, or
context-appropriate services, such as printing or
faxing, is then provided to the mobile device
display after a link is selected enabling a service
selected from a list to be performed on the
selected link. (Id. at 5:45-52).
As described with respect to the “determining” limitation,
supra, information regarding the location of available services
(e.g., URL and physical location reference) is also provided to
the requesting device. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 38).
2. The method
according to claim 1,
further comprising steps
of: requesting operation
of a selected one of the
determined data
manipulation
operations; and
performing the
requested operation,
wherein the performing
step is executed by
another device on behalf
of the pervasive device.

Figs. 6C, reproduced above, shows the device display after
selecting the “services” key (shown in Fig. 6B) of Schilit. A
displayed service (e.g., read, print, fax, email, send, and
discuss) is requested by selecting the desired link. (Ex. 1003
at 8:60 – 9:9).
See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 38.
Requested services are performed by m-link enabled devices,
or other specific service providers, on behalf of the requesting
pervasive device.
For example, if the service is printing to a printing
service 18 which uses Web server 16, then the mlink browser 10 would send the link designated
for the service through servers 12 and 16 to the
print service provider 18. If the service is an email
provided to a computer 20 on server 14, the m22

link browser 10 would email the link designated
for the service through servers 12 and 14 to the
computer 20. (Ex. 1003 at 11:29-36).
Schilit describes that services may be made dependent on the
25. The method
content type of document requested.
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
In addition to making the service links dependent
step further comprises
on services provided by the owner of the link, the
determining what data
services provided can be made dependent on the
manipulation operations
format of the link. For instance, if the document
are available for a
accessed is a WordPerfect TM file, the “read” or
content type of the
“print” services can be configured to use
obtained data.
WordPerfect TM. (Ex. 1003 at 9:41-48).
In addition to the service list being dependent on
the link owner, or format type, the services can be
made dependent on the link content language, age
or size. (See id. at 9:49-54).
Schilit describes that services may be dependent on user
28. The method
preferences or services typically executed by a specific user.
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
In another aspect of the present invention, the
step further comprises
services portal enables a dynamic contribution to
determining what data
the items in the services list dependent on the
manipulation operations
specific user. (Ex. 1003 at 4:52-54).
are available for a user
[L]ink services also depend on user
of the pervasive device.
characteristics, such as the user location, the type
of communication device the user is using, or the
cost of services the user is willing to pay for. (Id.
at 10:22-25).
For instance, a user particularly user may use
printing or faxing more consistently than any of
the other services, so m-link can be configured to
recognize this and configure the services list
accordingly. (Id. at 10:30-33).
50. A system for
See claim 1, preamble, supra.
enabling data access and
manipulation from a
See Ex. 1003 at Abstract; Ex. 1007 at ¶ 37.
pervasive device,
comprising:
23

means for receiving a
See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
data access request from The m-link browser of Schilit acts as a protocol proxy and
a pervasive device;
receives a data access request from a pervasive device.
M-link operates as a browser 10 which translates HTML
for transmission and efficient display on a mobiledevice 11. M-link browser 10 accesses a server 12 to
retrieve a document as identified by the user selected
URL. The URL is used to identify a document on
another server, such as server 14… (Ex. 1003 at 10:65 11:10).
As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Schilit’s mlink browser to be structurally equivalent to the structure
described in the specification as most closely corresponding
to the recited “means for receiving…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 46).
means for obtaining the
requested data;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Ex. 1003 at 8:6567, 11:1-4).
In addition to receiving a data access request from a pervasive
device, the m-link browser of Schilit accesses a web server 12
(as shown in Fig. 7) to obtain the document request by the
user of the pervasive device. (See id. 1003 at 11:1-7).
As provided above in Section VI, C, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 49). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or file access proxy (id.)), a skilled
artisan would have considered Schilit’s m-link browser to be
structurally equivalent to that disclosed by the ‘481 patent.
(Id.)

means for determining
what data manipulation
operations are available
for the obtained data, as
well as a location of
each available data
manipulation
operations; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra.
In particular, and as shown in Fig. 7, the m-link browser of
Schilit communicates with a services database 19 to
determine situation, or context-appropriate services for the
obtained data. (See Ex. 1003 at 9:66 -10:4). Available
services “are accessed from the service portal database 19 and
provided with the link to the user’s mobile device 11.” (Id. at
24

11:40-42).
The list of situation, or context-appropriate services provides
both a URL location and physical location of the available
services. (See id. at 8:62-9:5, 10:1-6, 10:52-62).
As provided above in Section VI, D, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 52). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or DMS(id.)) , a skilled artisan would
have considered Schilit’s m-link browser and services portal
database to be structurally equivalent to that disclosed by the
‘481 patent. (Id. at ¶¶ 53, 54).
means for returning the
determined data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra.
In particular, after the system of Schilit receives a data access
request, the requested data is obtained, hyper-linked, and
returned to the requesting device. (See Ex. 1003 at 5:32-37).
Not only are hyper-links (which are representative of
the obtained data (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 37)) returned to
the pervasive device, the entirety of the obtained data is
returned to the pervasive device by selecting the
reading link. (See Ex. 1003 at 8:65-67).
Once a displayed hyper-link is selected, the list of situation,
or context-appropriate services (with corresponding location
information) is determined and returned to the requesting
device. (See id. at 5:45-52, 8:62-9:5, 10:1-6, 10:52-62, 11:710 ).
As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Schilit’s mlink browser to be structurally equivalent to the structure
described in the specification as most closely corresponding
to the recited “means for returning…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 60).

51. The system
according to claim 50,
further comprising:
means for requesting
operation of a selection
of the determined data

See claim 2, “requesting” limitation, supra.
In particular, Schilit teaches that a graphical user interface on
the pervasive device allows for displayed services to be
selected. (See Ex. 1003 at 8:60 – 9:9, Fig. 6C, reproduced
below; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 38).
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manipulattion
operationss; and

As explained in the decllaration off Prof. Bedeerson, at thhe time
of filing
f
a skillled artisann would haave consideered Schiliit’s user
inteerface to bee structurallly equivallent to the structure
desccribed in th
he specificcation as m
most closelyy corresponnding
to th
he recited “means forr requestinng…” (Ex.. 1007 at ¶ 63).
means forr performin
ng
the requessted operattion,
wherein th
he means for
f
performin
ng is executted
by another device on
n
behalf of the
t pervasiive
device.

52. Comp
puter progrram
instruction
ns for enab
bling
data accesss and
manipulattion from a
pervasive device, thee
computer program
instruction
ns embodieed
on one or more
computer readable
media and
d comprisin
ng:
computer program
instruction
ns for
receiving…
…;

See claim 2, “performin
“
ng” limitation, supra.
In particular,
p
Schilit
S
teacches that reequested services aree
perfformed by m-link enaabled deviices, or othher specificc
serv
vice provid
ders, on behhalf of thee requestingg device. ((See
Ex. 1003 at 11:23-36).
1
p
above
a
in Seection VI, G, the specification ffails to
As provided
cleaarly associaate structur
ure correspoonding to tthe claimedd
funcction. (Seee Ex. 10077 at ¶ 65). However, applying tthe
stru
ucture mostt closely coorrespondiing to the rrecited funnction
(i.e.., output seerver agentts or the DMS(id.)) , a skilled aartisan
wou
uld have co
onsidered S
Schilit’s diirect and inndirect servvice
prov
viders to be
b structuraally equivaalent to thaat disclosedd by the
‘481 patent. (Id.
( at ¶¶ 666-68).
c
52 iss coextensiive with cllaim 1, the only
Thee scope of claim
diffference beiing one of claim drafftsmanship, i.e., claim
m1
reciites a meth
hod whereaas claim 522 recites coomputer prrogram
insttructions. All
A limitattions of claaim 52 are identical too the
limiitations preesented in claim 1. P
Petitioner iincorporatees all
argu
uments and
d supportinng evidencce cited witth respect tto
claiim 1, herein
n.

See claim 1, “receiving”
“
” limitationn, supra. ((Identical cclaim
lang
guage).
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computer program
instructions for
obtaining…;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
determining…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
returning…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

53. The computer
program instructions
according to claim 52,
further comprising:
computer program
instructions for
requesting operation…;
and
computer program
instructions for
performing the
requested operation,
wherein the means for
performing is executed
by another device on
behalf of the pervasive
device.
54. A method of
enabling a pervasive
device to access and
manipulate remotelystored data, comprising
steps of:

The scope of claim 53 is coextensive with claim 2, the only
difference being one of claim draftsmanship, i.e., claim 2
recites a method whereas claim 53 recites computer program
instructions. Petitioner incorporates all arguments and
supporting evidence cited with respect to claim 2 and claim
51 (as it pertains to the “means for performing” limitation),
herein.
In particular, see claim 2, “performing” limitation and claim
51, “mean for performing” limitation, supra.

Schilit discloses a method for enabling a pervasive to access
remotely stored Web page data and manipulate the data, such
as by printing, faxing, or e-mailing it. (See, e.g., Ex. 1003 at
5:30-51).
Claim 54 is nearly identical to claim 1 and substantially, if not
entirely, coextensive in scope with claim 1. Petitioner
incorporates all arguments and supporting evidence cited with
respect to claim 1, herein.
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receiving a data access
request from the
pervasive device;
obtaining the requested
data;

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.

determining what data
manipulation
operations…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

returning the
determining data
manipulation
operations…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

55. A method of
accessing and
manipulating remotelystored data from a
pervasive device,
comprising steps of:
requesting an access of
the remotely-stored data
from the pervasive
device; and

Schilit discloses a method for enabling a pervasive to access
remotely stored Web page data and manipulate the data, such
as by printing, faxing, or e-mailing it. (See, e.g., Ex. 1003 at
5:30-51).

receiving the requested
data at the pervasive
device, along with
information about one
or more data
manipulation operations
that have been
determined to be
available for the
obtained data.

See claim 1, “determining” and “returning” limitations, supra.

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
In particular, and as shown in Fig. 7, reproduced above, the
m-link browser 10 of Schilit receives a request from
pervasive device 11 to retrieve a document identified by a
user selected URL input into the pervasive device. (See id. at
10:65 – 11:2). “The URL is used to identify a document on
another server, such as server 14.” (Id. at 11:3-4). (See also
Ex. 1007 at ¶ 37).
In particular, after obtaining the data requested by the
pervasive device, the m-link browser determines by accessing
a services database a list of “situation, or contextappropriate services, such as printing or faxing,” for the
requested data. (Ex. 1003 at 5:45-51; see also id. at 8:62 –
9:5, 9:66 – 10:6, 10:65 – 11:10, 11:38-45).
Once the list of situation, or context-appropriate services is
determined, the method of Schilit returns the services list,
along with hyper-links representative of the initially requested
28

data, to the pervasive device. (Id. at 11:7-10).
Not only are hyper-links (which are representative of
the obtained data) returned to the pervasive device, the
entirety of the obtained data is returned to the pervasive
device by selecting the reading link. (Id. at 8:65-67).
See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 37, 38.
56. The method
according to claim 55,
wherein the information
further comprises a
location of each
available data
manipulation operation.

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra.
In particular, Schilit teaches that the list of situation, or
context-appropriate services provided to the pervasive device
(and as shown in Fig. 6C) comprises a listing of links. (See
Ex. 1003 at 8:62-9:5).
The list of situation, or context-appropriate services provides
both a URL location and physical location of the available
services. (See id. at 8:62-9:5, 10:1-6, 10:52-62).
See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 37, 38.

57. The method
according to claim 56,
further comprising the
step of requesting
operation of a selected
one of the data
manipulation operations.
B.

See claim 2, “requesting operation” limitation, supra.
In particular, Schilit teaches that a desired service may be
initiated by selecting the appropriate link corresponding to the
desired and determined to be available service. (See Ex. 1003
at 8:60 – 9:9, Fig. 6C; see also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 38).

Claim 32 Is Rendered Obvious by Schilit in View of Hutsch
Under 35 U.S.C. § 103

U.S. Patent No. 7,269,664 to Hutsch et al. (“Hutsch,” Ex. 1004) was not
considered during the original prosecution of the ‘481 patent, nor is it cumulative
of any prior art considered by the Examiner. Hutsch was filed January 12, 2001
and issued September 11, 2007. The effective filing date of the ‘481 patent is May
3, 2001. Therefore, Hutsch is available as prior art against all claims of the ‘481
patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e).
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A skilled artisan would have been motivated to combine the teachings of
Schilit and Hutsch given their similar purpose of enabling pervasive devices to
access and manipulate data, such as by printing or faxing a web page, via remote
proxies. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41). Moreover, Schilit teaches that available services may
be determined based upon a variety of different factors or characteristics, including
the specific preferences of a given user if the pervasive device is shared by a
group. (See Ex. 1003 at 10:39-43). As would have been known to a person of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing, and as explicitly taught by Hutsch (Ex.
1004 at 39:16-20), available services may also be determined based upon the
preferences of the user group as a whole. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41). Hutsch’s teachings
represent a well-known design choice that could be predictably implemented in
Schilit’s m-link system. (Id.)
The following claim chart demonstrates, on a limitation-by-limitation basis,
how claim 32 is rendered obvious by Schilit in view of Hutsch under 35 U.S.C. §
103(a). (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 77).
US 6,925,481 Claim
Language
32. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a user

Correspondence to Schilit in view of Hutsch
Hutsch discloses a system and method for enabling data
access and manipulation using a “web-top manager.” The
“web-top manager” receives a data access request from the
client device, submits the request to a “content broker
system” that obtains the requested data, and then transforms
the requested data into a form that can be displayed by the
client device. (See Ex. 1004 at 2:55-3:16)
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group of which a user of
the pervasive device is a
member.

The web-top manager receives a content request from a
client system. … The web-top manager in the network
portal system communicates with a universal content
broker system that also is in the network portal system.
Upon receipt of a content request from the web-top
manager, a universal content broker in the universal
content broker system, using resources within the
network portal system, selects a content provider
system, which is able to provide the requested content.
… If the request was to retrieve content, the content in a
raw data format is passed to the web-top manager. The
web-top manager renders the requested content into a
page that can be displayed by the requesting client
system and the page is returned to the requesting client
system. … (Id.)
Before returning the requested data to the client device,
Hutsch’s web-top manager extracts and reformats the
obtained data into a template associated with the type of user
device that issued the request. (Id. at 20:19-22; 20:35-39).
Depending on the type of requested data, Hutsch teaches that
the client device may “manipulate the displayed data, e.g.,
delete an e-mail message, and forward the content to an
output device.” (Id. at 20:46-48).
Further, the content broker system of Hutsch, which works in
concert with the web-top manger to obtain requested content,
includes a configuration server 336. (See id. at 14:43-45;
Fig. 3, element 336). The configuration server 336 stores
user profiles, application profiles, and settings “for specific
user groups or devices.” (See id. at 39:16-20).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Schilit and Hutsch
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41).
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C.

Claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 Are Rendered Obvious by
Flynn in View of Schilit Under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

The Satchel System Architecture: Mobile Access to Documents and Services
published by Flynn et al. (“Flynn,” Ex. 1005) was not considered during the
original prosecution of the ‘481 patent, nor is it cumulative of any prior art
considered by the Examiner. Flynn was published December 2000 in Mobile
Networks and Applications, Vol. 5, Issue 4, pgs. 243-258.1 The effective filing
date of the ‘481 patent is May 3, 2001. Therefore, Flynn is available as prior art
against all claims of the ‘481 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a).
A skilled artisan would have been motivated to combine the teachings of
Flynn and Schilit given their similar purpose of obtaining data requested by a
pervasive device and, along with the requested data, providing the pervasive device
options to execute certain services (e.g., printing or faxing) on the obtained data.
(Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 39, 40). Moreover, applying Schilit’s web browsing techniques to

1

An earlier publication describing the Satchel System was published in ACM

Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 7, No. 3, 322-352 (September
2000) by Lamming, M. et al. (“Lamming”), the disclosure of which is substantially
coextensive with the disclosure of Flynn (attached to the Declaration of Prof.
Bederson as A-16). Petitioner relies upon Flynn for the purpose of showing a
reasonable likelihood of prevailing as Flynn’s disclosure, although substantially
coextensive with Lamming, provides broader system details relied upon and not
clearly disclosed in the earlier publication.
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the device of Flynn would have been commonsensical and readily accomplished at
the time of filing because Schilit’s teachings simply represent the application of
known web browsing advancements achieved between the creation of the Satchel
Browser during the mid-1990’s and the filing of Schilit in 2000. (See id. at ¶ 39).
Moreover, as to claims 25 and 28, Flynn provides an explicit motivation that
would have led one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the references teachings.
(See Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.2). Specifically, if multiple services are available for
obtained data, both Flynn and Schilit recognize that the services should be
organized and presented to the user in a logical fashion, such as by service
location. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 40; Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.2; Ex. 1003 at 8:65-67). Flynn
goes on to state that available services may be also organized and determined upon
“any other appropriate organization.” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 40; Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.2).
As was well known to a person of ordinary skill in the art, and as specified by
Schilit, available services could also be determined and organized, for example,
based upon the content type of the data or for a specific user of the pervasive
device. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 40; Ex. 1003 at 9:41 – 10:4). These designations would
constitute “other appropriate designations” as specified by Flynn. (Ex. 1007 at ¶
40). Thus, Schilit’s teachings represent known design choices that could be
predictably implemented in Flynn’s Satchel System. (Id.)
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The
T followiing claim chart
c
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onstrates, oon a limitattion-by-lim
mitation baasis,
how claaims 1, 2, 25,
2 25, and
d 50-57 of the
t ‘481 paatent are reendered obbvious by
Flynn in
n view of Schilit
S
und
der 35 U.S.C. § 103. (See also E
Ex. 1007 aat ¶ 78).
US 6,92
25,481 Cla
aim
La
anguage
1. A meth
hod of
enabling data
d accesss and
manipulattion from a
pervasive device,
comprisin
ng steps of::

Correspondencce to Flyn
nn in view of Schilit
Flyn
nn describes the “Sattchel systeem,” whichh consists oof a set
of browsers,
b
gateways,
g
sservers andd services tthat allowss a user
to wirelessly
w
access
a
doccuments stoored on a rremote file server
usin
ng a pervassive devicee (specificaally, a Nokkia 9000
Com
mmunicato
or). (See E
Ex. 1005 att 244-45, § 3). As shhown in
Fig. 1, reprodu
uced below
w, a “Satchhel Browseer” operatees on
the pervasive device to pprovide ann interface for navigating to
doccuments an
nd invokingg services oon them, such as prinnting,
faxiing, and sccanning. (IId.)

receiving a data acceess
nn’s Satch
hel Browserr operates on a pervaasive devicce and
Flyn
request fro
om a pervaasive actss like a norrmal Web bbrowser, aallowing thhe user to select
device;
and
d access documents sttored on a remote filee server. ((Id. at
246
6, § 4.1). In
n addition::
When browsing Web paages with
h the Saatchel
Browserr, the useer selects a link wiith the cu
ursor,
and preesses the O
OPEN buttton (see F
Figure 4 beelow).
If the page
p
is noot already cached, tthen an H
HTTP
[Bernerss-Lee et al.., 1996] request mustt be made,, over
a comm
municationss link, too a Web server hoosting
Satchel services.
s
((Id.) (emphhasis addedd).
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The Satchel browser also provides:
Selection and following of hyperlinks, to other HTML
pages or directories; …Nomination of a “home” page,
typically an HTML page on a user’s workstation, with
links to useful places within the user’s private filing
system, or the Internet;… (Id. at 246, § 4).
Flynn states that Satchel services, such as the Fetch Service,
are implemented as CGI scripts hosted by regular Web
servers. (See id. at 248, § 7).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).
obtaining the requested
data;

If a cached version of the requested document is not stored on
the Satchel system, a Fetch Service is carried out to obtain the
data from a Web server hosting Satchel services:
Whenever the browser makes any request, it
inserts an HTTP “Accept” header to inform this
service that the browser only accepts Halibut
replies, and it arranges for translation of replies
into Halibut. …(Ex. 1005 at 246, § 4.1).
While transparent to the end user, the Fetch
Service underpins browsing and service
invocation (§4.1). This service is used to retrieve
HTML pages, including directory listings and
service forms, from the World Wide Web and
translate them to Halibut. It takes a token for the
required page as argument ― lexically just an
HTTP request ― and contacts the appropriate
Web server or proxy, if necessary, to obtain
it… (Id. at 248-249, § 7.1) (emphasis added).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).

The essence of the Satchel Browser is to “provide the ability
determining what data
manipulation operations to browse directories for documents, and to invoke service
upon them, once found.” (Ex. 1005 at 245, § 4).
are available for the
obtained data, as well as
Typically, a user browses to a document of
a location of each
interest, and wishes to invoke some service on
available data
that document – to print it to a nearby printer,
manipulation operation;
for example. When in front of a Satchel-enabled
and
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device, the
t user ppresses the SERVIC
CES buttoon,
which makes
m
an infrared request ffor servicces
(section 7.2) avaailable att that loccation, an
nd
expects back an aappropriaate servicee form or a
directorry of such forms, wh
here multiiple servicces
are posssible. (IId. at 2477, § 4.2) (emphassis
added). * * *
The serv
vice formss are just normal H
HTML Weeb
pages and
a
formss, arrangeed by loocal systeem
administtrators, whhich, once aagain, are translated to
Halibut on
o the fly, and sent too the brow
wser... (Id.))
Beccause the seervice form
ms of Flynnn are “justt normal H
HTML
Web
b pages an
nd forms,” (Id. at 2477, § 4.2), thhey includee a
refeerence, succh as an UR
RL, specifyying the neetwork locaation of
the associated
d web serveer which iss to execute the choseen
serv
vice. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶¶ 15-18). T
This is alsoo shown inn Fig. 6,
Ex. 1005, belo
ow.

hough “[t]rransmissioon to the Saatchel Brow
wser couldd in
Alth
prin
nciple use HTML,”
H
aas shown inn Fig. 6, thhe Satchel
Bro
owser insteead uses Haalibut, whiich is a sim
mplified verrsion of
HTM
ML and is shown in Fig. 7, bellow. (Ex. 11005 at 251, § 8).
(Seee also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶¶ 35, 36).
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Serv
vice invocation addreesses (or U
URLs) are ddescribed iin the
‘481 patent ass identifyinng the netw
work location of availlable
serv
vices to thee pervasivee device. ((See Ex. 10001 at 8:577-62;
16:1-5).
vice invocaation addrress” is specified ffor
A “serv
each serrvice … annd indicatees an addreess at whicch
the serv
vice mayy be invooked.
Inn preferreed
embodim
ments, theese addressses are pprovided as
Uniform
m Resourcee Locators (“URLs”). (Id. at
8:57-62)).
n
abov
ve, Flynn tteaches thee same.
As noted
Furrther still, the ‘481 paatent speciffically desccribes the tterm
“loccation” as correspond
c
ding to thee physical llocation off
available serv
vices relativve to the phhysical loccation of thhe
perv
vasive dev
vice. (See, e.g., Ex. 1001 at 11::28-65).
When in
nformation about the location off the WID is
used as a factor inn determiniing availabble servicees,
this locaation inform
mation maay also be obtained in
various ways
w
and once obtaained, mayy be used in
various ways.
w
Thhe locationn informatiion may, ffor
example, be deteermined bby queryinng a globbal
positioniing system
m (“GPS”) function oon the cliennt.
Or, the location
l
innformation might be obtained bby
querying
g a Locatioon Registryy … [whichh maintainns]
a list off access pooints whichh are nearr the mobiile
device att a point inn time. (Idd. at 11:28--45).
In th
his same manner,
m
Flyynn describbes that the disclosedd
serv
vices directtory may bbe determinned by the physical llocation
of th
he availablle servicess.
This en
nquiry serrvice yiellds a form for th
he
service provided at the givven locatiion. Wherre
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more than one service is available, a directory
of such services might be provided. The
location information is supplied by the infrared
Gateway (§5). In the case of radio
communication, no location information is
available, and so a full directory of available
services is returned. This might include the Fax,
Print and E-Mail services described below.
A service directory might be organized by
function, location, or indeed any other
appropriate organization, at the discretion of
the local system manager. The list of available
services might even be dynamically determined
from all available information. (Ex. 1005 at 249,
§ 7.2) (emphasis added).
The “dynamically determined” list of available services
corresponds to the data manipulation operations of the ‘481
patent, which “may include viewing, faxing, printing, and
projecting the data …” (Ex. 1001 at 3:33-36).
See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36.
returning the
determining data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

As described above with respect to the “determining”
limitation, when multiple service operations are available for
the requested data, a services directory, comprising a list of
service forms, is returned to the pervasive device. (See Ex.
1005 at 249, § 7.2).
The service forms include a reference, such as an URL, to
specify the network location of the associated web server
which is to execute the chosen service (see id. at 247, § 4.2;
Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 15-18), and the service directory may be
organized by physical location of available services. (See Ex.
1005 at 249, § 7.2).
In addition to the list of available services, the requested and
obtained data is returned to the device via Flynn’s Fetch
Service:
The Satchel services instigate document transactions,
such as printing or scanning, and report on their success.
Actually, mobile directory and document access is also
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performed indirectly through such a service – the fetch
service [] – capable of translating HTML content into a
proprietary condensed format, known as Halibut [], for
efficient transmission and display on the browser. (Id. at
245, § 3).
*****
While transparent to the end user, the Fetch
Service underpins browsing and service
invocation (§4.1). This service is used to retrieve
HTML pages, including directory listings and
service forms, from the World Wide Web and
translate them to Halibut. (Id. at 248, § 7.1).
To view the obtained data, a View Service is carried
out:
The View Service presents a document on a
Satchel-enabled monitor or display screen. As
with the Print Service, the document represented
by the token argument is fetched and the MIME
type noted.
Then, Windows information
regarding
the
locally
available
display
applications is gathered. The Conversion service
[] is invoked, if necessary, and the resultant file is
opened on the display. Note that this is a local
copy of the document, possibly in a different
format to the original. (Id. at 248, § 7.4)
(emphasis added).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).
Similarly, Schilit discloses a web browser, called “mlink,” which provides for remote web page and access
and manipulation:
The m-link program accesses a server to
retrieve a document as identified by a userselected URL. The document received from the
server is then parsed and hyper-links provided in
the document are separated from the content.
The hyper-links are processed, re-organized,
and provided for display on the mobile device.
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(Ex. 1003 at 5:32-37) (emphasis added).
In addition, as the system of Schilit operates on a more
advanced mobile display, requested data may be
returned to the pervasive device in an un-compressed
format by selecting the disclosed reading link:
The reading link allows the user to view the
content of the link line by line in a linear fashion
using the PCS phone display. (Id. at 8:65-67).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons
why one skilled in the art would combine the Flynn and
Schilit references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 39).
2. The method
according to claim 1,
further comprising steps
of: requesting operation
of a selected one of the
determined data
manipulation
operations; and

In order to request operation of a specific service, the user
first presses the SERVICES button to request a listing of all
available services and, second, initiates a desired service by
completing the appropriate service form:

performing the
requested operation,
wherein the performing
step is executed by
another device on behalf
of the pervasive device.

Services, such as printing, are invoked through the disclosed
Fetch Service (which is hosted on a standard web server) and
ultimately executed by a remote device. (Id. at 247, § 4.2;
248, § 7).

When in front of a Satchel-enabled device, the user
presses the services button, which makes and infrared
request for services (§ 7.2) available at that location, and
expects back an appropriate service form or a directory
of such forms, where multiple services are possible. …
Pressing the form’s operation button packages up the
form contents as an HTTP POST request, and transmits
it as the argument to a Fetch Service request. (Ex. 1005
at 247, § 4.2).

Pressing the [service] form’s operation button packages
up the form contents as an HTTP POST request, and
transmits it as the argument to a Fetch Service request.
(Id. at 247, § 4.2).
For example, when executing a print request:
[t]he service takes as argument the printer to use, various
printing options and a token for the document to be
printed. The service fetches the document, noting its
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MIME type. Then, Windows information regarding the
indicated printer is examined to determine what format
the printer accepts. To convert between these types, the
Conversion Service [] is invoked, and the result is sent to
the printer. (Id. at 249, § 7.3).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 36).
25. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a
content type of the
obtained data.
28. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a user
of the pervasive device.
50. A system for
enabling data access and
manipulation from a
pervasive device,
comprising:
means for receiving a
data access request from
a pervasive device;

See Section VII, A, claim 25 regarding Schilit’s teaching of
determining data manipulation operations for a content type
of the obtained data. (See Ex. 1003 at 9:41-54).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Flynn and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 40).

See Section VII, subsection A, claim 28 regarding Schilit’s
teaching of determining data manipulation operations for a
user of the pervasive device. (Ex. 1003 at 4:52-54, 10:2233).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Flynn and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 40).
See claim 1, preamble, supra.
See Ex. 1005 at 244-45, § 3.

Flynn’s Satchel Browser, which operates on a pervasive
device and is in communication with various Web servers
hosting Satchel services, submits a document request through
a Fetch Service. (See id. at 246, §4.1). The Fetch Service,
which “underpins browsing,” is used to “retrieve HTML
pages … from the World Wide Web...” (Id. at 249, § 7.1).
(See also id. at 248, § 7; Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).
As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Flynn’s
Fetch Service to be structurally equivalent to the structure
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described in the specification as most closely corresponding
to the recited “means for receiving…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 47).
means for obtaining the
requested data;

Flynn’s Fetch Service, which is hosted on a standard Web
server, obtains the data requested by the pervasive device.
(See Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.1; Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).
As provided above in Section VI, C, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 49). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or file access proxy (id.)), a skilled
artisan would have considered Flynn’s Fetch Service to be
structurally equivalent to that disclosed by the ‘481 patent.
(Id. at ¶ 50).

means for determining
what data manipulation
operations are available
for the obtained data, as
well as a location of
each available data
manipulation
operations; and

Flynn’s Enquiry Service, which is hosted on a standard Web
server, determines what services are available for the obtained
data. (See Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.2). If multiple service
operations are available, a service directory, comprising a list
of service forms organized by location, is returned. (See id. at
247, § 4.2).
Moreover, Flynn provides teachings directed to either
construction of the term location (i.e., URL reference or
physical location). (Id. at 247, § 4.2; 251, § 8; 249, § 7.2).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 15-18, 35,36).
As provided above in Section VI, D, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 52). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or DMS(id.)) , a skilled artisan would
have considered Flynn’s Enquiry Service to be structurally
equivalent to at least the protocol proxy of the ‘481 patent.
(Id. at ¶ 55).
Additionally, the m-link browser of Schilit communicates
with a services database 19 to determine situation, or contextappropriate services for the obtained data. (See Ex. 1003 at
9:66 -10:4).
Flynn’s Enquiry Service uses content information provided
by infrared gateways to determine available services.
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Each Gateway process has a simple user interface for
specifying which infrared transceiver to listen to, which
Web server to forward to, and what context information
to insert. … The information is flexible, and may be
managed according to local requirements. Typically, it
identifies the location, the name of the device, and the
service to offer. Whilst the Fetch Service ignores this
information, service enquiries use it to determine which
service form to reply. Although the device and service
could be determined from the location information
alone, this would requires some central database to
performing that mapping. (Ex. 1005 at pg. 247-248, §
5).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Flynn and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 57). Thus, if the
structure corresponding to the recited “means for
determining” is found to be the data manipulation server of
the ‘481 patent, a skilled artisan at the time of filing would
have considered Schilit’s service portal database to be
structurally equivalent to the data manipulation server. (Id.
at. ¶¶ 56, 57).
means for returning the
determined data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

Flynn’s Fetch Service returns the determined service forms
(specifying the location of the determined data manipulation
operations) and requested data to the pervasive device. (See
Ex. 1005 at 245, § 3; 248, § 7.1; 248, § 7.2). (See also Ex.
1007 at ¶¶ 35, 37).

51. The system
according to claim 50,
further comprising:
means for requesting
operation of a selection
of the determined data

See claim 2, “requesting” limitation, supra.

As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Flynn’s
Fetch Service to be structurally equivalent to the structure
described in the specification as most closely corresponding
to the recited “means for returning…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 61).
In particular, a Satchel enabled device requests operation of a
selected service using the “SERVICES button,” which is part
of the device’s user interface (e.g., keypad/cursor). (Ex. 1005
at pg. 247, § 4.2).
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manipulation
operations; and

As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Flynn’s user
interface to be structurally equivalent to the structure
described in the specification as most closely corresponding
to the recited “means for requesting…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 64).

means for performing
the requested operation,
wherein the means for
performing is executed
by another device on
behalf of the pervasive
device.

See claim 2, “performing” limitation, supra.
In particular, Services, such as printing, are invoked through
the disclosed Fetch Service (which is hosted on a standard
web server) and ultimately executed by a remote device. (Id.
at 247, § 4.2; 248, § 7; 249, § 7.3). (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶
36).
As provided above in Section VI, G, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 65). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., output server agents or the DMS(id.)) , a skilled artisan
would have considered Flynn’s Satchel services to at least be
structurally equivalent to the disclosed output server agents.
(Id. at ¶ 69).
Moreover, a skilled artisan would have considered Schilit’s
direct and indirect service providers to be structurally
equivalent to the output server agents and the DMS of the
‘481 patent which most closely corresponds to the recited
“means for performing” function. (Id. at ¶¶ 66-68).

52. Computer program
instructions for enabling
data access and
manipulation from a
pervasive device, the
computer program
instructions embodied
on one or more
computer readable
media and comprising:
computer program
instructions for
receiving…;

The scope of claim 52 is coextensive with claim 1, the only
difference being one of claim draftsmanship, i.e., claim 1
recites a method whereas claim 52 recites computer program
instructions. All limitations of claim 52 are identical to the
limitations presented in claim 1. Petitioner incorporates all
arguments and supporting evidence cited with respect to
claim 1, herein.

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).
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computer program
instructions for
obtaining…;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
determining…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
returning…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

53. The computer
program instructions
according to claim 52,
further comprising:
computer program
instructions for
requesting operation…;
and
computer program
instructions for
performing the
requested operation,
wherein the means for
performing is executed
by another device on
behalf of the pervasive
device.
54. A method of
enabling a pervasive
device to access and
manipulate remotelystored data, comprising
steps of:

The scope of claim 53 is coextensive with claim 2, the only
difference being one of claim draftsmanship, i.e., claim 2
recites a method whereas claim 53 recites computer program
instructions. Petitioner incorporates all arguments and
supporting evidence cited with respect to claim 2 and claim
51 (as it pertains to the “means for performing” limitation),
herein.

receiving a data access
request from the

In particular, see claim 2, “performing” limitation and claim
51, “mean for performing” limitation, supra.

Flynn describes the “Satchel system,” which consists of a set
of browsers, gateways, servers and services that allows a user
to access remotely stored data using a pervasive device, and
invoke services on them, such as printing, faxing, and
scanning. (See Ex. 1005 at 244-245, § 3).
Claim 54 is nearly identical to claim 1 and substantially, if not
entirely, coextensive in scope with claim 1. Petitioner
incorporates all arguments and supporting evidence cited with
respect to claim 1, herein.
See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
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pervasive device;
obtaining the requested
data;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

determining what data
manipulation
operations…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

returning the
determining data
manipulation
operations…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

55. A method of
accessing and
manipulating remotelystored data from a
pervasive device,
comprising steps of:
requesting an access of
the remotely-stored data
from the pervasive
device; and

Flynn describes the “Satchel system,” which consists of a set
of browsers, gateways, servers and services that allows a user
to access remotely stored data using a pervasive device, and
invoke services on them, such as printing, faxing, and
scanning. (See Ex. 1005 at 244-245, § 3).

receiving the requested
data at the pervasive
device, along with
information about one
or more data
manipulation operations
that have been
determined to be
available for the
obtained data.

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
In particular, the disclosed Satchel Browser, which operates
on a pervasive device, acts like a normal Web browser,
allowing a user to select and access remotely stored
documents or directories. (See id. at 246, § 4.1). Document
requests are initiated through a Fetch Service, which
“underpins browsing” and is used to “retrieve HTML pages
… from the World Wide Web...” (Id. at 248-249, § 7.1).
(See also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 35, 36).
See claim 1, “determining” and “returning” limitations, supra.
In particular, the disclosed Fetch and Enquiry services of
Flynn obtain the requested data and determine what service
operations are available for the requested data, respectively.
(See Ex. 1005 at 245, § 3; 249, §§ 7.1-7.2).
A directory of available services is returned by the Enquiry
service and obtained data is returned by Flynn’s Fetch
Service. (See id. at 245, § 3; 249, §§ 7.1-7.2). (See aslo Ex.
1007 at ¶¶ 33-37).
Moreover, Flynn and Schilit may be combined such
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that the selection of a reading link “allows the user to
view the content of the link line by line in a linear
fashion using the PCS phone display,” and, thus,
returns the entirety of the obtained data to the
requesting device. (Ex. 1003 at 5:32-37, 8:65-67; Ex.
1007 at ¶ 39).
56. The method
according to claim 55,
wherein the information
further comprises a
location of each
available data
manipulation operation.

Flynn discloses an Enquiry Service, which determines what
data manipulation operations (e.g., printing, faxing, and
viewing) are available for the obtained data. (See Ex. 1005 at
249, § 7.2). If multiple service operations are available, a
service directory, comprising a list of service forms organized
by location, is returned. (See id. at 247, § 4.2).

57. The method
according to claim 56,
further comprising the
step of requesting
operation of a selected
one of the data
manipulation operations.

Flynn discloses that an available service operation may be
requested by first pressing the SERVICES button to request a
listing of all available services and, second, initiating a
desired service using the device’s keypad/cursor. (See Ex.
1005 at 247, § 4.2).

D.

Moreover, Flynn provides teachings directed to either
construction of the term location (i.e., URL reference or
physical location). (See id. at 247, § 4.2; 249, § 7.2). (See
also Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 15-18, 35-37).

Claim 32 is Rendered Obvious by Flynn in View of Schilit
and Further in View of Hutsch Under 35 U.S.C. § 103

A skilled artisan would have been motivated to combine the teachings of
Hutsch with the combined system of Flynn and Schilit given each references
similar purpose of enabling pervasive devices to access and manipulate data, such
as by printing or faxing a web page, via remote proxies. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41). Flynn
also provides an explicit motivation that would have led one of ordinary skill in the
art to combine the references teachings. In particular, Flynn teaches that available
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services may be determined based upon location or “any other appropriate
organization.” (Ex. 1005 at 249, § 7.2). As would have been known to a person of
ordinary skill in the art at the time of filing, and as explicitly taught by Hutsch,
available services may be determined based upon user group based preferences.
(Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41; Ex. 1004 at 39:16-20). This designation would constitute
“other appropriate designations” as specified by Flynn. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41). Thus,
Hutsch’s teachings represent known design choices that could be predictably
implemented in Flynn’s Satchel System. (Id.)
The following claim chart demonstrates, on a limitation-by-limitation basis,
how claim 32 of the ‘481 patent is rendered obvious by Flynn in view of Schilit
and further in view of Hutsch under 35 U.S.C. § 103. (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 79).
US 6,925,481 Claim
Language
32. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a user
group of which a user of
the pervasive device is a
member.

Correspondence to Flynn, Schilit and Hutsch
See Section VII, B, claim 32 regarding Hutsch’s teaching of
determining data manipulation operations for a user of a user
group. The arguments and supporting evidence of which is
incorporated herein.
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Flynn and Hutsch
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 41).
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E.

Claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 are Rendered Obvious by
Barrett in view of Schilit Under 35 U.S.C. § 103

Intermediaries: New Places For Producing And Manipulating Web Content
published by Barrett et al. (“Barrett,” Ex. 1006) was not considered during the
original prosecution of the ‘481 patent, nor is it cumulative of any prior art
considered by the Examiner. Barrett was published in Computer Networks and
ISDN Systems, volume 30, issue 107, pgs. 509-518, April 1998. The effective
filing date of the ‘481 patent is May 3, 2001. Therefore, Barrett is available as
prior art against all claims of the ‘481 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).
A skilled artisan would have been motivated to combine the teachings of
Barrett and Schilit given their similar purpose of using proxy servers to manipulate
web content before returning it to a requesting pervasive device. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶
37, 42-44). A skilled artisan would have recognized that the functionality of
Schilit’s “m-link” browser, which operates as an intermediary proxy server
between the requesting pervasive device and the information that it seeks to access
and manipulate, would be fully applicable to and could be predictably combined
with the intermediary proxy servers disclosed in Barrett. (Id. at ¶¶ 43, 44; Ex.
1003 at 10:65 – 11:10). Moreover, it would have been natural and expected for a
skilled artisan to improve Barrett’s programmable proxy server (which
automatically manipulates and re-authors web pages for optimal display on the
requesting device (see Ex. 1006 at 512-514, §§ 3.2, 3.3.2) to include the increased
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proxy functionality described by Schilit, which dynamically determines what data
manipulations (such as printing, faxing, reading, emailing, sending, and
discussing) are available for the requested and obtained data. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43,
44; see also Ex. 1003 at 5:45-51, 11:38-48).
The following claim chart demonstrates, on a limitation-by-limitation basis,
how claims 1, 2, 25, 28, and 50-57 of the ‘481 patent are rendered obvious by
Barrett in view of Schilit under 35 U.S.C. § 103. (See also Ex. 1007 at ¶ 80).
US 6,925,481 Claim
Correspondence to Barrett and Schilit
Language
Barrett discloses a Web intermediary framework that employs
1. A method of
enabling data access and a programmable proxy server to optimize Web browsing on a
pervasive device.
manipulation from a
pervasive device,
Another obvious role for intermediaries is in content
comprising steps of:
distillation… A distilling intermediary transforms the
original content obtained from the server to optimize for
transmission speed, browser display capabilities, or
browser computational limitations. … The increasing
popularity of devices with small displays, such as the
PalmPilot, provide [a compelling reason for developing
such schemes]. (See Ex. 1006 at 510, § 1) (emphasis
added).
As discussed in Section VII, subsection A, claim 1
“preamble,” Schilit describes a method of enabling data
access and manipulation from a pervasive device.
receiving a data access
Barrett’s WBI programmable proxy server may be utilized to
request from a pervasive improve web browsing performance on pervasive devices,
device;
which may include mobile pervasive devices, such as the
Palm Pilot (See id. at 510, § 1), or non-mobile pervasive
devices (e.g., smart appliances for the home or business
setting, devices which are permanently mounted in
automobiles). (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 42). The disclosed:
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“Generaator interceepts all requuests from
m the browsser,
examinees [its] cachhe and, if ppossible saatisfies the
request.”” (Ex. 10006 at 514, § 3.3.2).
obtaining the requessted
data;

If th
he requesteed documeent cannot bbe located in the prim
mary
Gen
nerator’s caache, the ddata requesst is forwarrded to an
app
propriate do
ownstream
m Generatorr that can pproduce thhe
requ
uested dataa/documennt. (See id. at 512-5114, § 3.2, 33.3.2).
The requ
uest is sentt to the highhest prioritty Generattor
whose ru
ule is satisffied. If thaat Generatoor rejects thhe
request, subsequennt valid Gennerators arre called inn
priority order
o
until one produuces a docuument. (Idd. at
512, §3.2
2).
(Seee Ex. 1007
7 at ¶ 42).

determinin
ng what daata
manipulattion operattions
are availab
ble for the
obtained data,
d
as weell as
a location of each
available data
d
manipulattion operattion;
and

Beffore returniing the obttained docuument to thhe requestiing
perv
vasive dev
vice, Barrettt teaches tthat the WB
BI’s Docum
ment
Editor functio
on manipullates the obbtained doccument by, for
example, “disstill[ing] w
what comess back froom the servver to
rem
move unneeeded colorr depth…” (Ex. 10006 at 514, § 3.3.2)
(emp
mphasis add
ded). The Documentt Editor maay further
man
nipulate the obtainedd documentt by
a
s, highlightting links, adding tooolbars,
adding annotations
translatin
ng documeent format (e.g., from
m Rich Texxt
Format to
t HTML), changingg form infoormation, aand
adding scripts.
s
(Seee id. at 5113, § 3.1).
Fig. 5 of Barrett (reprodduced below
w) illustrattes how sevveral
WB
BI proxies can
c be used to improove a wireless web brrowser.

A monittor and Gennerator maanage a loccal cache. An
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autonomous function periodically prefetches important
documents. A pair of Generators, one on the client and
one at the workgroup server convert the standard HTTP
protocol to a compressed version suitable for wireless
transmission. A document editor distills documents to
reduce image size and complexity. (Id. at 514, § 3.3.2).
This type of manipulation fits squarely within the definition
of a data manipulation as provided by the ‘481 patent. (See,
e.g., Ex. 1001 at 3:44-53). Thus, before further data
manipulations are determined for the obtained data as taught
by Schilit, Barrett teaches that the requested data may be
automatically manipulated and optimized for display/use on
the requesting pervasive device.
See Section VII, subsection A, claim 1 “determining…”
limitation, regarding Schilit’s teaching of determining data
manipulation operations for the obtained data, as well as a
location of each available data manipulation operation.
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).
returning the
determining data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

After Barrett’s Document Editor function manipulates the
obtained data for optimized display/use on the requesting
device, the optimized data is returned to the client by the WBI
programmable proxy server.
Finally, the document is delivered to the requester,
which may be the browser if this is the first intermediary
in the chain. (Ex. 1006 at 513, § 3.2).
See Section VII, subsection A, claim 1 “returning…”
limitation, regarding Schilit’s teaching of returning the
determined data manipulation operations, locations, and data
to the pervasive device.
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).

2. The method
Fig. 6C of Schilit shows the device display after selecting the
according to claim 1,
“services” key, as shown in Fig. 6B. (See Ex. 1003 at Figs.
further comprising steps 6A-6C). A displayed service (e.g., read, print, fax, email,
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of: requesting operation
of a selected one of the
determined data
manipulation
operations; and

send, and discuss) is requested by selecting the desired link.
(Id. at 8:60 – 9:9).

performing the
requested operation,
wherein the performing
step is executed by
another device on behalf
of the pervasive device.

Schilit teaches that requested services are performed by mlink enabled devices, or other specific service providers, on
behalf of the requesting pervasive device. (See Ex. 1003 at
11:29-36).

25. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a
content type of the
obtained data.
28. The method
according to claim 1,
wherein the determining
step further comprises
determining what data
manipulation operations
are available for a user
of the pervasive device.

See Section VII, subsection A, claim 25 regarding Schilit’s
teaching of determining data manipulation operations for a
content type of the obtained data.

50. A system for
enabling data access and
manipulation from a
pervasive device,
comprising:
means for receiving a
data access request from
a pervasive device;

See claim 1, preamble, supra.

The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).

The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).

The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).

Barrett’s WBI programmable proxy server “provides the
capability of identifying individual users,” allowing the
intermediary to “maintain individual histories or to
provide custom configurations.” (See Ex. 1006 at 515, §
4.1) (emphasis added).
Further, Schilit describes that the services may be dependent
on user preferences or services typically executed by the
specific user. (See Ex. 1003 at 4:52-54; 10:22-33).
See Ex. 1006 at 510, § 1; Ex. 1007 at ¶ 42.

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
In particular, Barrett’s Generator function, which operates on
the WBI programmable proxy server, “intercepts all
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requests from the browser, examines [its] cache and, if
possible satisfies the request.” (Ex. 1006 at 514, § 3.3.2)
(emphasis added).
As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Barrett’s
WBI programmable proxy server to be structurally equivalent
to the structure described in the specification as most closely
corresponding to the recited “means for receiving…” (Ex.
1007 at ¶ 48).
means for obtaining the
requested data;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra.
In particular, Barrett’s Generator function, which operates on
the WBI programmable proxy server, locates and produces
the requested data. (See Ex. 1006 at 512-14, §§ 3.2, 3.3.2).
As provided above in Section VI, C, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 49). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or file access proxy (id.)), a skilled
artisan would have considered Barrett’s WBI programmable
proxy server to be structurally equivalent to that disclosed by
the ‘481 patent. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 51).

means for determining
what data manipulation
operations are available
for the obtained data, as
well as a location of
each available data
manipulation
operations; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra.
In particular, Barrett’s Document Editor function, which
operates on the WBI programmable proxy server,
automatically manipulates the requested data by
adding annotations, highlighting links, adding toolbars,
translating document format, changing form
information, and adding scripts. (See Ex. 1006 at 513, §
3.2).
Further, Schilit’s m-link browser communicates with a
services database to determine situation, or contextappropriate services for requested and obtained data.
(See Ex.1003 at 9:66 -10:4). Available services “are accessed
from the service portal database 19 and provided with the link
to the user’s mobile device 11.” (Id. at 11:40-42).
The list of situation, or context-appropriate services provides
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both a URL location and physical location of the available
services. (See id. at 8:62-9:5, 10:1-6, 10:52-62).
As provided above in Section VI, D, the specification fails to
clearly associate structure corresponding to the claimed
function. (See Ex. 1007 at ¶ 52). However, applying the
structure most closely corresponding to the recited function
(i.e., protocol proxy or DMS(id.)) , a skilled artisan would
have considered Barrett’s WBI programmable proxy server,
as modified by Schilit, to be structurally equivalent to that
disclosed by the ‘481 patent. (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 58).
Alternatively, if the structure corresponding to the recited
“means for determining” is found to be the DMS, a skilled
artisan at the time of filing would have considered Schilit’s
service portal database to be structurally equivalent to the
data manipulation server. (Id. at ¶ 59). The declaration of
Prof. Bederson also sets forth the reasons why one skilled in
the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit references in
this manner. (Id. at ¶¶ 43,44).
means for returning the
determined data
manipulation operations
and locations to the
pervasive device, in
addition to the obtained
data.

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra.
In particular, after Barrett’s Document Editor function
manipulates the obtained data for optimized display/function
on the requesting device, the optimized data is returned to the
client by the WBI programmable proxy server. (Ex. 1006 at
513, § 3.2).
Further, in Schilit, once a displayed hyper-link is selected, the
list of situation, or context-appropriate services is determined
and returned to the requesting device. (See Ex. 1003 at 5:4552; 11:7-10). The list of situation, or context-appropriate
services provides both a URL location and physical location
of the available services. (See id. at 8:62-9:5, 10:1-6, 10:5262).
As explained in the declaration of Prof. Bederson, at the time
of filing a skilled artisan would have considered Barrett’s
WBI programmable proxy server, as modified by Schilit, to
be structurally equivalent to the structure described in the
specification as most closely corresponding to the recited
“means for returning…” (Ex. 1007 at ¶ 62). The declaration
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of Prof.
P
Bederrson also ssets forth thhe reasons why one sskilled
in th
he art wou
uld combinne the Barreett and Schhilit referennces in
thiss manner. (Id. at ¶¶ 443,44).
51. The system
according
g to claim 50,
5
further comprising:
means forr requesting
g
operation of a selecttion
of the deteermined daata
manipulattion
operationss; and

See claim 2, “requesting
“
g” limitatioon, supra.
In particular,
p
Schilit
S
teacches that a graphical user interfface on
the pervasive device alloows for dissplayed serrvices to be
seleected. (Seee Ex. 1003 at Fig. 6C
C, reproducced below)).

As explained in the decllaration off Prof. Bedeerson, at thhe time
of filing
f
a skillled artisann would haave consideered Schiliit’s user
inteerface to bee structurallly equivallent to the structure
desccribed in th
he specificcation as m
most closelyy corresponnding
to th
he recited “means forr requestinng…” (Ex.. 1007 at ¶ 63).
Thee declaratio
on of Prof. Bederson also sets fforth the reeasons
why
y one skilleed in the arrt would coombine thee Barrett and
Sch
hilit referen
nces in thiss manner. (Id. at ¶¶ 43,44).
means forr performin
ng
the requessted operattion,
wherein th
he means for
f
performin
ng is executted
by another device on
n
behalf of the
t pervasiive
device.

See claim 2, “performin
“
ng” limitation, supra.
In particular,
p
Schilit
S
teacches that reequested services aree
perfformed by m-link enaabled deviices, or othher specificc
serv
vice provid
ders, on behhalf of thee requestingg device. ((See
Ex. 1003 at 11
1:23-36).
p
above
a
in Seection VI, G, the specification ffails to
As provided
cleaarly associaate structur
ure correspoonding to tthe claimedd
funcction. (Seee Ex. 10077 at ¶ 65). However, applying tthe
stru
ucture mostt closely coorrespondiing to the rrecited funnction
(i.e.., output seerver agentts or the DMS(id.)) , a skilled aartisan
wou
uld have co
onsidered S
Schilit’s diirect and inndirect servvice
prov
viders to be
b structuraally equivaalent to thaat disclosedd by the
‘481 patent. (Id.
( at ¶¶ 666-68).
on of Prof. Bederson also sets fforth the reeasons
Thee declaratio
why
y one skilleed in the arrt would coombine thee Barrett and
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Schilit references in this manner. (Id. at ¶¶ 43,44).
52. Computer program
instructions for enabling
data access and
manipulation from a
pervasive device, the
computer program
instructions embodied
on one or more
computer readable
media and comprising:
computer program
instructions for
receiving…;

The scope of claim 52 is coextensive with claim 1, the only
difference being one of claim draftsmanship, i.e., claim 1
recites a method whereas claim 52 recites computer program
instructions. All limitations of claim 52 are identical to the
limitations presented in claim 1. Petitioner incorporates all
arguments and supporting evidence cited with respect to
claim 1, herein.

computer program
instructions for
obtaining…;

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
determining…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

computer program
instructions for
returning…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

53. The computer
program instructions
according to claim 52,
further comprising:
computer program
instructions for
requesting operation…;
and
computer program
instructions for
performing the
requested operation,
wherein the means for

The scope of claim 53 is coextensive with claim 2, the only
difference being one of claim draftsmanship, i.e., claim 2
recites a method whereas claim 53 recites computer program
instructions. Petitioner incorporates all arguments and
supporting evidence cited with respect to claim 2 and claim
51 (as it pertains to the “means for performing” limitation),
herein.

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

In particular, see claim 2, “performing” limitation and claim
51, “mean for performing” limitation, supra.
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performing is executed
by another device on
behalf of the pervasive
device.
54. A method of
enabling a pervasive
device to access and
manipulate remotelystored data, comprising
steps of:

Barrett discloses a web intermediary framework that employs
a programmable proxy server to access and manipulate
remotely stored data on behalf of a pervasive device, such as
a Palm Pilot. (See Ex. 1006 at 510, § 1).
Claim 54 is nearly identical to claim 1 and substantially, if not
entirely, coextensive in scope with claim 1. Petitioner
incorporates all arguments and supporting evidence cited with
respect to claim 1, herein.

receiving a data access
request from the
pervasive device;
obtaining the requested
data;

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.

determining what data
manipulation
operations…; and

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

returning the
determining data
manipulation
operations…

See claim 1, “returning” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

55. A method of
accessing and
manipulating remotelystored data from a
pervasive device,
comprising steps of:
requesting an access of
the remotely-stored data
from the pervasive
device; and

Barrett discloses a web intermediary framework that employs
a programmable proxy server to access and manipulate
remotely stored data on behalf of a pervasive device, such as
a Palm Pilot. (See Ex. 1006 at 510, § 1).

See claim 1, “obtaining” limitation, supra. (Identical claim
language).

See claim 1, “receiving” limitation, supra.
In particular, Barrett’s Generator function, which operates on
the WBI programmable proxy server, “intercepts all
requests from the browser, examines [its] cache and, if
possible satisfies the request.” (Ex. 1006 at 514, § 3.3.2)
(emphasis added).
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receiving the requested
data at the pervasive
device, along with
information about one
or more data
manipulation operations
that have been
determined to be
available for the
obtained data.

See claim 1, “determining” and “returning” limitations, supra.
In particular, after Barrett’s Document Editor function
manipulates the obtained data by “adding annotations,
highlighting links, adding toolbars, translating document
format, changing form information, [and] adding scripts” (See
id. at 513, § 3.2), the optimized data is returned to the client
by the WBI programmable proxy server. (Id.)
Further, Schilit teaches that the obtained data may be further
manipulated by determining “situation, or contextappropriate services, such as printing or faxing,” that are
available for the obtained data. (Ex. 1003 at 5:45-51). Once
the list of situation, or context-appropriate services is
determined, the method of Schilit returns the services list,
along with the initially requested data, to the pervasive
device. (Id. at 11:7-10).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43,44).

56. The method
according to claim 55,
wherein the information
further comprises a
location of each
available data
manipulation operation.

See claim 1, “determining” limitation, supra.
In particular, Schilit teaches that the list of situation, or
context-appropriate services provided to the pervasive device
(and as shown in Fig. 6C) comprises a listing of links. (See
Ex. 1003 at 8:62-9:5). Each link comprises a URL for the
available service. (See id. at 10:1-10). The list of services
can be “made dependent on the location of the user at the time
the link is accessed.” (Id. at 10:52-62).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43,44).

57. The method
according to claim 56,
further comprising the
step of requesting
operation of a selected
one of the data
manipulation operations.

Fig. 6C of Schilit shows the device display after selecting the
“services” key, as shown in Fig. 6B. (See Ex. 1003 at Figs.
6A-6C). A displayed service (e.g., read, print, fax, email,
send, and discuss) is requested by selecting the desired link.
(Id. at 8:60 – 9:9).
The declaration of Prof. Bederson sets forth the reasons why
one skilled in the art would combine the Barrett and Schilit
59

references in this manner. (Ex. 1007 at ¶¶ 43, 44).
VIII. CONCLUSION
Substantial, new and noncumulative technical teachings have been presented
for each of claims 1, 2, 25, 28, 32, and 50-57 of the ’481 patent, which are
anticipated or rendered obvious for the reasons set forth above. There is a
reasonable likelihood that Petitioner will prevail as to each of the claims. Inter
Partes Review of claims 1, 2, 25, 28, 32, and 50-57 is accordingly requested.
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